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RE: Ace Computers to Bring HPC Solutions to Wright-Patt Tech Expo
CHICAGO--- Ace Computers, one of the leading custom computer builders and resellers in the
U.S., just announced that it will be exhibiting HPCs (high powered computing solutions), such as
its Raptor Mobile Server, at the Wright-Patterson Technology Expo on Wednesday, August 6
from 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
The event will take place at the Hope Hotel, which is located on the Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base just outside Dayton, Ohio. It has been held each year since 1995 and is the largest
and most well-attended technology expo at one of the most strategic Air Force bases in the U.S.
It is an excellent opportunity for military entities to fully leverage year-end spending with leadingedge, cost effective technology.
Ace Computers’ CEO John Samborski said, “We look forward to showcasing our
technology solutions at this show every year. This is a great opportunity for us to connect with old
friends and demonstrate the benefits of working with us to those who aren’t yet familiar with Ace
Computers.”
Samborski went on to explain that Ace Computers and its sister enterprise, Ace
Technology Partners, have been serving the U.S. military for over 3 decades. “We’ve always had
a very strong working relationship with all branches of the military and the U.S. Department of
Defense,” he said. One of the highlights was the NETCENTS 2 contract that Ace Technology
Partners was recently awarded. In the first six months of this year, the company has processed
over $2 million in NETCENTS 2 orders.
The Wright-Patterson Technology Expo is an opportunity for the organizations and units
structured under the 88th Air Base Wing, Air Force Material Command, NASIC, AFRL, AFIT and
AMC and others to see the latest in emerging technologies, network with industry experts,
brainstorm and formulate technology-related goals. Admission is free.
Acknowledged as the best custom technology manufacturer, Ace Computers is a WomanOwned Small Business custom technology systems manufacturer and reseller for the public
sector as well as the commercial sector. Their channel partners include Intel, Supermicro,
NVIDIA, Mellanox and Samsung among others. It has been an industry leader since 1983. In
addition to some of the finest academic institutions in the U.S., long-term clients include the U.S.
Department of Energy and the U.S. Department of Defense. Ace Computers builds custom
technology with the same components that top manufacturers use without the premium price. Its
principal, recognized industry expert John Samborski, is an alumnus of Intel’s prestigious board
of advisors. In addition to its Greater Chicago headquarters, Ace Computers has locations in New
Jersey, Pennsylvania and Colorado. To contact Ace Computers, call 1-877-223-2667 or 1-847952-6900 or visit http://www.acecomputers.com/TopProducts.asp
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For Company Background, visit: http://www.acecomputers.com/TopAbout.asp
Acknowledged as the best custom technology manufacturer, Ace Computers is a Woman-Owned
Small Business custom technology systems manufacturer and reseller for the public sector as
well as the commercial sector. Their channel partners include Intel, Supermicro, NVIDIA,
Mellanox and Samsung among others. It has been an industry leader since 1983. In addition to
some of the finest academic institutions in the U.S., long-term clients include the U.S. Department
of Energy and the U.S. Department of Defense. Ace Computers builds custom technology with
the same components that top manufacturers use without the premium price. Its principal,
recognized industry expert John Samborski, is an alumnus of Intel’s prestigious board of
advisors. In addition to its Greater Chicago headquarters, Ace Computers has locations in New
Jersey, Pennsylvania and Colorado. To contact Ace Computers, call 1-877-223-2667 or 1-847952-6900 or visit http://www.acecomputers.com/TopProducts.asp
Ace Computers on LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/98135?trk=tyah
Ace Computers on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/#!/AceComp
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